FIRE RESISTANT HEAVY DUTY
ALL STAINLESS STEEL 12 INCH LETTERPLATE
For 40–80mm Door Profiles
The Salamander® fire resistant heavy duty all stainless steel 12 inch letterplate comes with both an external and internal
flap to protect your customer’s homes, and is available in 40-80mm depths for composite and wooden doors.
The all stainless steel letterplate is lined with special intumescent material which expands to 50 times its size,
blocking the hole in the cavity and preventing smoke coming through the cavity. The intumescent is activated at
5 degrees lower than most other intumescent material in the market, meaning that the cavity will be blocked quicker.
The Salamander® heavy duty letterplate also uses special heat absorbers which stops the screws, once they are red hot,
melting the plastic around then and causing the letterbox to fall off.

Ultra–Flexible springs withstand
thousands of opening

180Êopening prevent
the flap snapping off

Internal water seal
prevents post from
getting wet
Screw boss to
guide screws in

Outward facing,
draft proof brushes
prevents vandals placing
unwanted items into the cavity

Stainless Steel frame
Sleeve designed for
40-80mm

Nan Ya
Composite

ANTI SNAP FLAP

ANTI VANDAL

ANTI BURGLAR
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Timber

Features Include:
Fire Rated 1 Hour Timber, 30 min Foam Core
Lined with special intumescent material which
expands to 50 times its size
Uses special heat absorbers to stop hot screws melting the plastic
Intumescent activated at 5 degrees lower than most in the market
Designed for 40-80mm thick composite and wooden doors
Made from 316 grade stainless steel
LIFETIME coating guarantee anywhere in the country
Outward facing brushes create the Anti-Vandal feature as it prevents vandals from
placing unwanted items into the cavity
Outwards facing brushes also means better draught proofing and makes it easier
to post letters through
180 degree opening flap means the flap will not snap off when opened too far
Blind bolts to the exterior of the letterplate prevents the outer frame being
unscrewed from the door externally
An internal water seal prevents water getting into the door or panel, and stops
letters getting wet

Measurements
Distance Between Screw Holes

272mm

Letterplate Length

300mm

Ultra-flexible springs can withstand the letterbox flap opening thousands of times
without breaking
Conforms to many standards and testing requirements including aspects of BS EN
13724:2013

Letterplate Height

74mm

Frame Material

Stainless Steel

Cavity Hole Size

257mm x 42mm

Salamander® All Stainless Steel 12 Inch Fire Resistant Letterplate
Finishes

Product Code

Flap Material
Construction

Coating Guarantee

PVD Gold

FMSS1248PVDG-HD-FR-NANOCOAST

316 Grade Stainless Steel

LIFETIME

Mirror Polished

FMSS1248MPSS-H-FR-NANOCOAST

316 Grade Stainless Steel

LIFETIME

Satin Stainless

FMSS1248SSS-HD-FR-NANOCOAST

316 Grade Stainless Steel

LIFETIME

74 mm

257 mm

42 mm

272 mm
300 mm
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